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Decentralized Finance and Yield Farming  has ushered in an era of 

innovative and adaptive measures to the advancement of 

cryptocurrency and blockchain technology. This has resulted in a boom 

as it affects liquidity, Yield, engagement and innovative competitions. 

The range of protocols in the form of smart contract allows token 

holders to take part in various activities in an attempt to generate more 

tokens and increase yields
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The general trend in cryptocurrency and blockchain technology has 

taken the nance sector by Storm. From the era of Central banking, 

commercial banking and other third-party afliated nancial 

institutions to the current trend in the centralised nance, the world has 

and is still undergoing changes that will shape the future in all aspects 

and not just the nancial sector. The application of cryptocurrency even 

though not limited to the nancial sector has seen many tremendous 

changes in this regard with each hurdle overcome, more milestones 

are yet to be uncovered so get to the full adoption which is the major 

goal that would Mark dene actualizing it's full potential.

The integration of staking, farming, earning and cross-chain swapping 

in UCF Finance is a sure edge as the current industry problems have 

been weighed and put into consideration before the development of 

this project. 

We aim to achieve unparalleled results in DeFi staking and Yield 

Farming without the rug pulling that leads to loss of liquidity as we 

strive to create a community dedicated to our development and 

sustainability.

INTRODUCTION
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UCF Finance is a blockchain based community of crypto enthusiasts 

that leverage on the Binance Smart Chain network to deliver its 

innovative ideas and solutions to the crypto space.

We have adopted BSC for a number of reasons which includes low 

transaction costs, cross chain swapping, scalability and adaptability.

UCF is a progressive token based on Binance Smart Chain which 

rewards holders through different means included in its features.

OVERVIEW OF UCF FINANCE
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Farming:

Yield farming is a new innovation introduced to increase value for 

formers who deposit their tokens into our different liquidity pool and 

get LP reward for it. 

UCF nance farming uses Smart contracts to allocate rewards based 

on the liquidity provided. Yield farming  is one of the core advantages 

of decentralized Finance ( DeFi)  where farmers compete for a chance 

to farm the best token.  This method would be used to reward users 

who believe and trust in our strategy.

Staking:

This involves holding funds in a cryptocurrency wallet to support the 

security and operations of a blockchain network. UCF nance offers 

the staking services  where users can either keep their tokens in 

their wallets  or in exchanges and earn staking rewards. All users 

have to do is to hold your UCF in a wallet or an exchange and earn 

rewards. Our staking mechanism works with a proof - of - stake POS 

which is cost effective and energy saving  compared to mining that 

implements  the proof - of - work (POW). This is a very robust 

mechanism to facilitate consensus  in a decentralized  manner

Earning:

UC nance  offers many different ways for holders and the community 

to earn our token.  Farming and staking is one of the major ways our 

investors can earn passive income by raising a hand.  Other tokens can 

be earned just by staking in the liquidity pool meant for each staked 

pair. UCF  can be staked to earn in the UCF/BNB liquidity pool and so 

on.  This gives investors and stakers a variety of pools to stake their 

tokens in. 

The app feature that allows investors earn is known as crypto earn.

OUR CORE FEATURES
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Swapping:

UCF Finance will offer a swapping feature which will enable users 

to exchange UCF to other cryptocurrencies directly. 

This Direct swap feature is also controlled by the smart contract. 

Pancakeswap will be used for easy, efcient and cost effective swapping 

of UCF into other Bepro tokens and vice versa. 

UCF will be an independent but complementary system to the existing 

Binance Smart Chain network. 

Multiple - chain architecture is used, with the idea being that users can 

scamheisly transfer assets from one blockchain to another. With this 

interoperability, users are exposed to a vast ecosystem that can cayor to 

a myriad of use cases.
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MARKETING TOOLS

Twitter https://twitter.com/finance_ucf

Blog (Medium) https://ucffinance.medium.com/

Telegram groups, channels, and Advert Distributorship 

https://t.me/ucffinace X https://t.me/ucfchannel

Coinmarketcap https://coinmarketcap.com/community/profile/UCFFinance 

Reddit https://www.reddit.com/r/UCFFINANCE/

Giveaways Airdtrop https://s.cwallet.com/17kr5rl X https://t.me/UCFairdrop_bot

Crypto websites

https://icoholder.com/en/ucf-finance-1008113
https://coincodex.com/ico/ucf-finance/
https://coinmooner.com/coin/6883
https://www.coinarena.org/coin/UCFFINANCE/
https://coindiscovery.app/coin/ucf-finance
https://coinlens.net/detail.php?id=2029
https://www.coinscope.co/coin/ucf
https://coinvote.cc/airdrop/UCF-Finance
https://coinmoonhunt.com/coin/UCF%20Finance
https://www.mycoinvote.com/UCFFinance
https://www.freshcoins.io/coins/ucf-finance
https://coinhunt.cc/coin/63fccf1c3eb6788064f36a1f
https://coinxhigh.com/coin/ucf-ucf-finance
https://gemfinder.cc/gem/4962
https://risingtokens.com/coin/ucf-finance/
https://www.coinsniper.net/coin/13163
https://coinsgem.com/token/0x677d154c0bfd7d4a87fb7068e12182dbcd1cd023
https://coinsgem.com/token/0xd87E6f186418A7E5B5AD84D236fB75738A852ca9

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/UCFFinance
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MARKETING STRATEGY:

Partnership:
UCF Finance will partner with several nancial institutions 
and blockchain companies to help promote its exchange globally.

Airdrop and Bounty Campaigns:
Airdrop and bounty campaigns are some of the best marketing 
strategies for every crypto project. Free tokens will be given out all 
through.

Blockchain Events:
As a global real estate platform, UCF Finance will host several 
blockchain summits in various continents of the world. These events 
will bring various crypto inuencers together and thereby promote 
our services.

Listing on Exchanges:
UCF Finance will be listed on major top volume exchanges. Our token 
and exchange will be listed on coinmarketcap, this is to enable our 
users to check on a regular price on exchanges, trade our tokens and 
as well know our rank on coinmarketcap.

Word-of-Mouth:
In today's businesses, word of mouth is the most efcient marketing 
strategy. We will ensure our support offers 24/7 support to our 
customers and users of our exchange. This is to help us maintain a high 
level of customer satisfaction. When customers are satised they give 
positive reviews about the project and this sky-rockets the success of the 
project.

Social Media Marketing:
Social media today is an efcient marketing strategy for every industry. 
UCF Finance will adopt all social media marketing strategies to market 
its exchange and services carried out. The platforms that will be used 
for paid ads include bing, google, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 
LinkedIn e.t.c

Public Relation:
We will ensure effective public relations. PR articles will be released 
weekly on top cryptocurrency blogs like Cointelegraph, newsbtc, 
icobench e.t.c this is to help us publicize our project very well and get 
the public to know more about our unique strategy
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TOKENOMICS

Token Name:

Token Symbol:

Total Supply:

Token Type:

Token Decimal:

UCF Finance

UCF

100000

BEP20

18
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Farming & Staking: 10000 (10%)          

Development: 10000 (10%)          

Listing: 6670 (6.67%)          

Team: 6670 (6.67%)          

Presale: 66660 (66.66%)          

10%
10%

6.67%

6.67%

66.66%



ROADMAPROADMAP
Q1

2023
1

Product architecture 
and R&D

Q1
20232Team onboarding

Q2
2023

Q3/Q4
2023

Q1
2024

Q2
2024

Q3/Q4 
2024

3

4

6

5

7

Private sale
Exchange listing
Coinmarketcap and 
coingecko listing

January - UCF Dex  v1.2
Feb ~ March -  UCF Dex 
v1.0 Beta Launch Truss

Network/ecosystem 
improvement and expansion. 

Social media and
documentation 

Token sales and listing 
Staking Program launch 

Cross-chain support for
BSC and Matic
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HOW TO BUY UCF FINANCE ON 
PANCAKESWAP USING TRUST WALLET.

Open your Trust Wallet, check your Trust Wallet if the Browser is 

visible between Wallet and DEX. If not, go to Safari and type 

trust://browser_enable to activate the DApps Browser. Click on 

Browser.

Click on Pancakeswap                                                                    

Click on Connect (sometimes you are automatically connected, and 

sometimes you are not).

Click on the gear and type in 11%.

At the top, enter the number of BNB you want to convert to UCF.

Below that eld, click on Select a currency, paste    

0xd87e6f186418a7e5b5ad84d236fb75738a852ca9

Click on Swap.

You have now successfully bought UCF.

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xd87e6f186418a7e5b5ad84d236fb75738a852ca9
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OUR SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES:

T.me Channel: https://t.me/UCFFINANCE                    

Announcement: https://t.me/ucfchannel                    

Twitter: https://twitter.com/finance_ucf

Email: ucfffinance@gmail.com                    

https://twitter.com/finance_ucf
https://t.me/ucfchannel
https://t.me/UCFFINANCE
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CONCLUSION

The prospects and advancements in the use of cryptocurrency are 

still in the mid developmental stages and effort from different sectors 

to help in this development has yielded great results. UCF Finance 

has come up with its protocol that will keep its investors and ensure 

that their investments appreciate with the protocol guiding them. 

The inclusive and mechanism employed with will keep all our 

communities safe from the adverse effects of rug pull and ensure a 

happy user base.
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